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MARCH 19, 1938.
Mr. Wilson thought the Board should add one paragraph at the end of the

committee report before it cons:id ered whether or not to adopt it.
should be as folloW8a

The addition

"In concluding its work, the Special Co~ttee wishes

to express its very great appreciation or the fine cooperation given it by the'
Advisory Committee .in the preparation of' the memorandum, and for its general
wxlerstanding of the importance of inc ll.lling library service in its report to
the Preside !It."

ur.

Dudgeon suggested appreciation be expressed in the motion of adoption.

llr. Craver said there should be a clear statement of what the coanittee

did.
upon.

He remarked tm.t the Committee asked for twice as .much money ae was agreed
Jfr. Joeckel answered that the committee asked only for a thousand doll~rs t

and the Executive Board made the amount $2,000.00.
Ur. Dudgem ~ it be adopted with appropriate comme!Xlations.
The motion was seconded and unanimalsly approved.

Yr. Craver proposed to appoint a committee to draft what was agreed upon.
Since it was agreeable to eve- yone, he gave that duty to Mr. )ttnn and lllr. Ferpon.
Miss ~rril1 read letters from Yr. l!alcolm G. Wyer, librarian, and from
Miss Harriet

c.

Lo~, librarian, Oregon State Library, Salem, Oregon, both

ot

whom were unable to come to the meeting.
Mr. Jlilam read letters f'rom the following members or boards to whOm he wrote

about particular provisionsa

Nora Bateson, Canadian; Jlr. Compton, Chairman ·or

the Board of Education; Helen Harris, member or the Board or Education; Miss
Rothrock, librarian, Extension Board; ~Ur. Bll"W'; Chainnan of the Board of Library

\'\\ \c;~ 13Q.\As+-.

-2Service to Children am Young People;

»r.

Metcalte1 and W.ss Eastman.

Jlr. Wileon stated that in this report the library has been put into the

general framework ot educatioMl agencies in America in a way that it bas not
been formerly.

He contirueda

"I can't eee htw scmol people from this time

on are @Ping to fail to see libraries in the total American educatioml scheme

of thinss.

If you will look in the index or the report under libraries you

will see that it comes in fifteen or twe !lty times.

You have seven brackets

here and even through explicit statements or implied meani~s the library

appears in six and perhaps seven or the provisions."
Vr. Milam suggested that the Board might wish,

now or

later, to go through

the draf't or the bill itself item by item insofar ae those items affect libraries
closely, directly, or indirectly.

He thought all

CD

made to the Committee and not to the general public.

mments on the bill should be
He recon:mended that the

Board consider the resolution and get dOID'Il to the detail of the bill.

:ur.

Joeckel added tmt the NEA is now taking over legislation arising out

of the Reeves' report.

1lr. Craver said the draft endorses the bill in general

and endorses funds to be made available for certain purposes.

Mr. Spaulding

said the bill is theoret.ically mn-existent at the present time.
llr. Milam thought it advisable to consider the resolution f':l:rst and the

bill afterwards.

He said that so tar as theHall committee is concerned, it

would recommend any resolution trom the A. L.A. endorsing the report.

For the

reason which llr. Spaulding stated, however, he felt that it would not welcome
recomme!Xlations or a bill.

He thought,,.there:r-ore, that the Board ought to act

on the Reeves' report am then either authorize some individual or group to
represent it before the le!islative committee or the Congress, or decide on
some other method of expressing its opinions hereafter.

Mr. Craver added that

the resolution states that the Committee endorses the bill and hopes it will
be made passable.

-3The following amendmeJJt s to the Resolution were proposed:
In the first sente me; "----To join in supporting legislation to put those
recommendations into effect," instead ot .. -----To join in translating into
action."
In paragraph two a

that "books.. be inserted af'ter "----have had access to ..,

and that "do not have" be substituted for "never have had" in the second line.
In the third paragraph, "the association believes" be substituted tor .. it
believes.. and &lso "----that it should be allocatedthrough an agency of the
State which is concerned with library advancement," be substituted tor "---made
available through----agencies-----."
In the fourth paragraph the following addition was suggesteda

"----aDdf'or

extending and equalizing library service generally throughout the states."

It

ms also suggested that "rural public library service" be substituted for "rural
public libraries."

»r.

Craver suggested taking out "elementary", "secondary",

and "school" in the fifth line, and "----of educational parsonnel including "
in the sixth, and

~schools

and other" in the seventh line.

llr. lbnn suggested that the third line

ot the last paragraph should read

"that Federal funds be mde available for library services through rural public
and school libraries," instead of "that Federal funds be made available for rural
public libraries."

There was a discussion about whether rural · public library"

would be good in the bill and resolution.

It was agreed that it it could be

defined to mean "phlicly supported" it would be satisfactory.
lfr. Joeckel said

that the tact that there were no library facilities tor

forty million people was questioned in their statistics; that is, many people
live in place where, because of political location, they have

DO

public library

raeilit ies.
llr. Spaulding moved the resolution be left as is, with the insertion

or "books".
llr.

ment.

Wilson saida

l!r. Bruner will certainly take exception to your state-

Bruner thinks he knows about rural area public library service to which

-4the imi vidual was entitled because he lives within a given unit ;-that kind ot
service has not been available.

Mr. llilama

•Because some of the schools tur-

nish services public libraries furnish."
Mr. Joeckel suggested taking out the "forty" in trout of "millions."

was aleo

aug~sted

tm. t "recommendation" in thefourth paragraph be

It

ade plural.

It was aleo suggested that the facta in the last pe.rt of the first paragraph
be repeated in the last paragraph.

There was a crit iciem of the effect one

gets f'rom reading the last paragraph.

llr. Milam said he wanted to get every•

thing about library features in all ot the report in the first paragraph.
said that there is not anything mentioned that is mt library.

eaid "school" is

p~sized ••

He

Mr. Ferguson

Mr. Dulgeon aai.d everything smuld be interpret-ed

as including "public", that if the board didn't interpret it that way, others

couldn't be expected to do so.

Kr. Craver said he liked the opening paragraph

and would m t mind repeatirlg the same idea at the em.

He suggested that Mr.

Spauldin! and Mr. Ferguson go over the resolution and reword it according to
suggestions.

The afternoon session convened at 2a30 PM

Kr. Spaulding read the revised resolution.
llr. Dudgem moved the resolution 11e approved.

The clarity of meaning of "a tra.imd personnel" was questioned.

It was

susgested that the word "especially" be inserted in trout ot that phrase in
paragraph 3.
Jlr. Craver seconded the motion of approftl.

Since there was no more dis-

cussion, the motion was J?:!SBed unanimously.

Then followed a discussion or the bill.
or referred to specificallya

The following section• were diacuaaed

-sSection one, page one, third linea
not an appropriation measure.

It was point.d out that the bill is

There was a question about the word "appropri-

ation".
Page six, section 5-Aa

"The operation of school libraries as one of the

actiTities"-----There was a question as to whether that could be so worded as
to :ae an not merely tor direct ope ration of school libraries, brt also to mate
funds available to secure such service through contract with other libraries.
Page seven, Sections 6 and 6a--"The

amou~---are

to be available uDder

the provisiom as the represettative states may determine".
Section 7.l, page unmentioned a -- "Improved coordination betw'en the schoole
and other public age:ncies."---

It was explained here that libre.riee are required

to cooperate with schools am schools with other asencies.
Page 17, Section 31, A, B, and c--it was suggested that an interesting
question existed as to whether the last pert of C ap plied also to · A and B.
It was

as~ecl

whether thle section referred to privately .supported as well ae

to tax supported schools.

Explanation was offered that the phrase, "shall be

reetricted to those agenci~s permitted by l._w to offer such instruction (teach.training)", runs through the entire bill; tb!l.t it possibly would lJe interpreted
as meaning where state funds are available."
Page 32, Section 4l seemed to combine both the subjects of adult education
am audits.
.,

.,

.l suggestion was mde that the word "library" be inserted at a
I

particular place irt \he section.

Mr. David had reported on the dit:ficulty

ot

audits, but it wae asked why the ditA culty would be any greater at libraries
than it would at non-profit educational institutions.
ing troubles exist regardless of the type of place.

It

was

added that, budget-

It was further pointed out

that the insertion of "libraries" would be a good thing because it would cover
any part of library S'IJ port.

Someone added that even if asked for, the appropri-

ation would proably not be gotten.

Then Dr. Wilson said the whole thing might

-6be changed before it was fought tor; that it should not be given up too

easily.

There was more discussion on the insertion of the word "libraries".

Since there was no further objection it was agreed to put it in.

»r.

Wilson stressed the tact that it was important to be clear so that

the people who are going to "bat" will know exactly what part "the library"
plays in adult education; for example, how the paymeut of bills tor book•
and similar items are justifiable.

Mr. Jttnn sug!ested the use or the words

"educational library" instead or "library" and that on the
it might help to include salaries and books.
to librariesbut to other Ill blic agencies.

precedi~

page

Then it wold apply 110t only

The clause "salaries ani books

necessary te provide for----", should be elaborated on.

It wasturther

stated that it wo uld be up to the local libraries to DRke clear the point
included in the first three lims of Page 33.
Section 401, page 39 is eo worded as to appear that the work will be
goil€ on one year ahead or the grants.

It was said that the Otf'ice ot Edu-

cation has been considering what they vd.ll do that first year in getti111
ready with schools, plane, etc., and that they are planni~ to use that first
year to gather data from which to work.

It was asked it the section meant

that some of the grant could be used for library investigation.
replied that

~

SoMoae

pa.rently it was not limited to public institutiona ina.SBlch

ae the section stated further on that the funda ay be uaed in public or

private agencies.

An earlier part or Section 401 was mentioned aa being

very important since it eaid that the funds "shall be available---(for)--research institutions, colleges, universitiea, state de.Plrtner*s of education
--and other non-profit institutions an:l agenciee approved by the U. s.

Commiesi oner of Education."
It was questioned whether the bill include "state librarj associations."
Someone co~nted that educators would not consider libraries aa a part of the

-7blll unless a fight is to be put up ard suggested that "eta:te library agencies"
be imerted after "state departments of education".

The fourth line of Section 401, ineludiq; the following statement,

"for research planning and demonetration" was discussed.

Mr. Wilson said

that "demonstrations" had been considered in writing tbe report.

Mr. Joeckel

stated that there was no reason why de1110nstrations could . not be carried on
by the state offices of education.

llr. Jlilam suggested leaving out "state"

or "extension" and putting in "library agency".

He said it was entirely

possible that the Graduate Library School would have a better chance as a
library agency rather than if the term "Social agency" were used.

Mr. Joeckel

added that the whole p:1rpoee of the bUl was stated in Section 40(), and that
thie statement applies to the entire act, aDd not only to any one part.

Some-

one asked if it -.uuld cover an institution for state workers and library worJL-

era.
While page 35 was being discussed Mr. Dunbar waa asked i t he thought that

the administration of t h is tarticular fum in Washington and in the states fhould
be given some special consideration.

vision for that.

Jlr. Milam felt there was no special pro-

He did not know whether the fum could be used for increas-

ing llr. Dunbar's services in Washington or not.

He said Dr~ Da.vi4 also wondered

i t it could be used to provide an extra aesi stant in Imiana.

Mr. Dunbar

asked wh~t provision was mde for overhead administrative expenses.

llr. 11ils

asked wm would pay the expenses if all state people had to be brought toptl»r.

He also aid he was thinking about the provision tlat the Commissionrot Education
should organl. ze a council made up or several library officers of different

states.

At this point someone stated that Section 403 on Page 40 included a

statement in regard to covering the expenses of people called to Washington.
· lfr. llilam then eaid it was up to llr. Dunbar to convince Mr. Studebaker of the

importance of bringing people here.
the "research plan"

am

He pointed out that Section 3 was under

that section that was being discussed ie "under libr ary

..~··""

service".

-a-

He further stated that these oome under two different titles and

yet ttat they should apply to all titles in a sense.

that

-

llr. Joeckel replied

.... Kilam was dealing with an entirely different title,- that he was

.dealing with title 4 am that at the _moment the discussion was about title

a.

Both titles 3 am 4 were considered, - am it was mted that some or the

provisions in one d:i_.d mt cover those in the other.

It was further pointed

out that page 10 contained no appropriation and that possibly there was no
administration turd except the one for research.
De placed on the Office of Educatien.

If' so, a heavy burden would

llr. Joeckel stat eti tla t he thought

that the provisions were idienled to cover title 4, adding that this bill
was not an appropriation measurE\ and that iihe funds probably would be pro•
vided for in a regular Interior Departmerxt bill.

He declared that the bill

starts oft by memim ing 401!, and that 40~ lllikes a pretty good budget, at
least tor preliminary services.

-He corrl;inued by saying that a ''jan" was

possible if Congress did not increase appropriations, as they had refused
to do this session.

There was further diicussion of wmt the Board is going

to do am what steps it wants to take to

fol~ow

up the progress of the legis- .

lation.
lriss llerrill began a discussion of the dock•t, stating that nothing was
said about bow this measure would be supported.

She thought; some instructiom

to the Federal Relations Committee should be censidere•.
the Association soould keep some

bam

on this • tter.

Mr. Joeckel stated

He suggested that the

activity should be cooperative between the Secretary of the A.L.A. and the

Federal Relations Committee and that the Secretary be here in order to make
sure. tmt nothing happens to the }gislation.
3 or 4 would be dropped out,

am

He said he teared that title

he felt that tomke the full responsibility

tall on the Committee might be bad.

Mr. Milo said that there ndght be a

distinction between work and responsibility.

He telt, however, t:tat more

than one person should be available to make decieios and thought it might 'be

-9well for the Board to authorise a Commlttee to assume responsilil.ity in regard to legislation •

/

.!£• Dudgeon moved tmt the

Exe01 tive Board authorise the Federal Relations

Committee, with the advice of the President and the

Secretar~

to represent it

in nacessary decieio ns with respect to federal aid legislation am in advancing

--

the legislation in Congress.
The motion was unard.Jiou sly approved.

There was also unanimously agreed upon that copies or the resolution
should be sent to the President am to members of Congress.
Jlr. llilam suggested that in regard to meting with the Advisory and

Legislative Comadttees of the N.E.A. the Board might wish to de.signa.te one
or mare imi vidusls to represe It it.
the fiml. decision.
Secretary and Mr.

He suggested that the CoDIDittee Dllke

Mr. Craver~ tmt Mr. Joeckel, together with the

Spauldi~,

The motion was accepted.

represent the Board.
lfr. Craver added that it might be well to

pay attention to llr. Wilson's remark, viz., that there are llolliay and Tuesday
in which to work on individual meser s of the Committees a Di that such wort
might prove of very great importance.

Mr. · Spaulding asked if it was possible

that some of the people at themeeting might have special access to sane of tm
members of the Committees who will ., rk on the bill.
tba t the N.E.A. was even mor~ important to work on.

Mr. Mlum said he felt
llr. Craver asked if

there was any possible addition to the program of activities.

ur.

Milam

thought that the Board should advise the staff and the Committee on how to
arouse a geruine wide-awake interest on the partof li l:rary people in this bill.
He eaid he had attended Reeves' broadcast at "The Town Ueeting of the Air" am
that place had mt been one-third full; -people had just ignored it.

He added

that they did not b:>ycott it, l:ut they were just not enough interested.

He

-losaid llr. llelcher was very much interested in this work and stated that he
had an article about it in "Publishers Weekly...

Vr. Milam added that the

Board would · have to do a great am> uut of that kind of b.lsi m ss if the
libraries wer e to do their share in supporting this legielation.

He added

that the library feature would Just be droppedout unless library people
expressed interest.
llr. Wilson asked how a person 300 miles away could be pressed to action.

He thought a report might be or use showing what steps havs been taken and
that some kini of material should be presented to get response and reppect.
lliss Merrill said that presumably some or this would be sent out the first
or the week.

Bl

pplement to the April Bulletin of the

He said the very tact that it is separate might give it emphasis and

A.LA.
SI

Mr. W.lam s~gested a

ggest ed that it be the 8UIDDRry

report.

or

the legislation i tselr or of the Committee

He thought it should re.st presumbly op

t~e

action that was taken

in tm Executive Board lleeting or that the subject be treated in a separate
article in the beginning of the Bulletin.

He felt tm.t the re P>rt by Mr.

Wilson should be inc ltlled in full, if possible, and then there should be
at, or near the

beginni~,

a dynamic statement

r~

m the Federal Relations

Committee or the Presidmt of the Association, or the Board, which w8uld be
iltemed to stir imaginations ani challenge sor.r:a kind of activity on the part
of every member who is concerned with the natiooal library 100vement.
lliss Quigley said thtt in New Jersey a library committee servitd to

circulate news and publicity.
to her Congressmen.

She had received a letta- asking mr to write·

She felt action coold be taken through legislative

committees.
Miss Merrill atggested the ten spring ueetir.gs.
lfr. Cannon asked if states did not have such committees.

said certain places can't act unless the entire set-up meets.

Miss Merrill

-11lfr. lfunn recommended the typ

ot story that the

New York Times would

prim because the bill is urgent and a suppltment might be thrown into tm
waste basket.

He said a brief but exact article would help and thflt a bulletia

would be all risht i t it didn•t look lite another report.

It was asked i t

there was a 1\Y disadvantage in sending 1 etters to representatives before the
bill bad been introduced and bad a name and m.uaber. ,llr. Spaulding said it
was advantageous.

He felt that if' the material contained something which

could be ueed as a letter, or in a letter, it would help.

He said that the

only disadvantage in writing before a bill is actually formulated is the
difficulty ot identifying it, but pointed out that it could be referred to aa
"The Federal Aid to Education Bill" as based on the Reeves' report.
Milam agreed about the mme but opposed a form letter.
what points smuld be CO'f'ered in a form letter.

llr.

Jliss Prouty aslced

Spauldi~

interest in a letter gets more attention than petitions.

ur.

said that hu-.n

For example, to get

a to reign woman to wr1 te a letter and then seni it to a Congressman accompanied
by another letter saying such

thi~s

cane to your desk would be good strategy.

Mr. Milam asked how mny persons present would agree to write a letter

to t

m President , to each Senator, and to all of the Congressmen

state emorsing the report.

:ur.

in ~·

He felt that aLone would mke an impression.

Craver said he thought everyone crul.d do at least that Dllch.

It wae

fUrther suggested that the supplement be put in any typographical copy
just so it was the same size as the bulletin.

matter.

Someone else said size did not

llr. llilsm aeked, assuming that the Board could do whatever it wished,

what it felt was the best thing to do.
for a week or two.

He said the Bulletin could be held

llr. Wilson added that the Board smuld decide definitely.

He said they ought to issue a possible brief summary of the methods by which
li lrary agencies could proceed etfecti wly to further the bill

am

get it

out as quickly as possible to the membership and to library organizations
in the coUlltry.

Mr.

ava.ila ble in bulk.

Vita asked if it were possible to oaka the material
llr. Milam replied that the only limitation was a monetary

-12one.

semi~

llr. liann suggested

out a broadside mimeographed letter or "what-

not" to agencies and irrii viduals tlb m whom soma action might be expected,
ir€orming the membership at large through tbe bulletin.
the bill would . have to beintroduced befor

am

Mr. Spaulding said

any writing m uld be done.

It

was asked if the ettect ot a letter would be worn ott before the bill had
a number and title.
be considered

llr. Milam said that Dr. David indicated the bill mi.ght

infornal~y

and never given a DUmber or title or be printed Ul'ltil

the day it is present d or the day foll&Ning preeentatiCD.
there would be no time for pressureon the sem.tors.
House or Semte ., uld not

DD ve

so

~q>idly.

It that blppened

llr. llilam thought the

He felt that an iJIID8diate campaign

ought to be built up on the asswption that librarians in large
be willing to cooperate

~

Librarians must write more than one letter.

It there is time af'ter thebl.ll is introduced, the

letters should be written over again.
the bill would move tast

will

if they see rec01111118ndatio ns am it they know the

Executive Board is behind them.

They must be repeated.

~a

am

Mr. Joeckel ex pr:essed the opinion that

that is all the are r~son to get in touch with

senators now so tha:t if' aJVthing breaks on the noor, - it the amemment ie
carried,- they will know that the Federal Aid for Education bill is the one
their 1i brarians have been writing them about.

He added tm.t we would have

to get a tn people in the Semte who would watch out for the library end

ot it too.

llr. llilam suggested seeing Keller, stating that the approach

might be that he had always said he was tor l i brariee,

ask.c! what he was going to do about it.

am

migbt mw be

Mr. Wilaon said that i f we wa:nt to

carry the librariam in ba.ckil!; this, we smuld take a little trom past experi ...
ence

am see tm.t there is a reasonable

am:nmt

ot intormtion subnitted to

the Association as a wmle with regard to ta, seps that have been taken
up to date in bri~ing the bill to this point.

llr. llunn suggested th8a &I

parting document• and mt to be read before the letter.

llr. Spaulding

-13-

J

Sl

ggested · mvi~ something to hand a semtor or

interview.

Co~ressman

at the elld of an

He suggested the "equal · chance" idea; a booklet which smws

something aoout

.b!!

state.

Vr. Dudgea. asked

whe~

those letters should come

in and if people should be informed as to what has happened.
suggested writing at once.

Joe~

Mr. Dugeon asked if that were possible.

llerrill asked if sue h 1e tter s would be

sufficien~.

time should bJ given to talking to people.
available for doing

llr.

anythi~.

el

llise

She thoaght Just as 1111ch

llr. Craver asked what men ey was

He said the Federal Relations fund had a bal-

ance or about $2,000.00 anf everything would Ia ve to be paid out of that.
Mr. Milam said he had taken theliberty of tet ,li~ members of the Federal

Relations Committee tmt he would pay forthis 1111eting out of the balance of
the conti.r. gent and trav~·. ~unds, 1
might come up,-just such as this.

ving this $2,000.00 tree for
llr. Craver said that

telepph expense would have to be taken out of it.
at

a

!it ver

1 printing and

llr. Milam suggestecl

thorizing the treasurer and secretary or any agreeable combination to

examine btdgeta and withdraw frCID fi)ropriate funds such balances as can be
withdrawn without sEr ioJ sly hampering the existing programs of those activities.
For eX8IIP le, it the Public Library Division
we

can ask if there is any commitment.

me

$216.00 lett for printing,

Authority to do that should be

delegated to soD8one.

!!£. J!!!m

JII)Ved that the Secretary ed Treasurer in eonsW. tat ion wi'6h

the President, be eo authorized and instructed.

The motion was mesed.

In answer to the question whether library associatd..ons would be able to
contribute, Jr. Craver said they would probably need their own funds a.M
probably could not do their j obe and have anything lett over.
llr. llilam suggested a letter cOIIIl'D9nding the report or the Reeves Advisory

Committee on Education and particularly mmmending its inclusion
library features.

or

s veral

-14llr. llunn read the following resolutiona

"The Executive Board commems to the membership or the A.L.A. the

. }

report of its special Committee on Federal Relations to libraries
consisti~ of (names).

Charged with an enormous and difficult task

which had to be c001plsted in limited time, this coumittee' a work calls
for special recognition.

The Executive Board wishes also to direct

attention to the Assocition' a indebtedness to the Graduate Library
School of the University of Chicago for ita repeated willingness
to undertake extensive studies and strveys for the benefit of the
Association.

In this case the cODIId.ttee' s work was Dlide possible

by the release of Dr. Carletoo B. Joeckel from his re§1lar duties

at the Graduate Library School."
Adoption or the resolution was unanimously approved.
llr. Craver said the Joeckel report would be publisls d by the government

but is not ava.ila. ble at present •

»r.

Vit z said mny people think that this bill is a better aid to edu-

cation in school libraries than public libraries
on that point.

am it should be corrected

He said education is m eded in the public libraries for the

libra ians themsel vee.

Mr. llilam said care would mve to be exerciaed in

stating cerili.n things.
A IIX)tion was made, secorded, and umnimouely apprond for ad•
j ouriJilent •

•
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A meeting of the Executive Board of the American

•

Library Association was held at the Washington Hotel,
Washington, D. C., at 9:30 o'clock Saturday morning,
March 19, 193g, Mr. H. W. Craver presiding.
CHAIRMAN

lli

>

CRAV~R:

Dr. Wilson, I believe the first

item on the agenda is your report of the Special Committee on

<x:
za:
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Ul>0~

'<
w
;:e:Z

Federal Relations to Libraries.

iii

••• Dr. Louis R. Wilson read his prepared report
(marked Paper No. 1), with the following interpolations:
No. 1, p. 2:

I might say there with respect to the

phrase •to bring it into conformity with," that wasn't to bring
it into conformity with any ideas, but general organization
and appearance.
No. 2, p.

3:

I might say at that point that there

are supposed to be nineteen of these memoranda prepared by
various members of the staff of the Advisory Committee.
MR. MILAM:

Dr. Wilson, aren't there a lot more than

ci
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that?
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DR. WILSON:

Nineteen are to be published.

There

were a good many others submitted •
No.

3, p. 3:

This was done, I should say, with the

approval of tne Special Committee; that is the decision to have

(

2

it appear in that· form was unanimously approved by the
committee.

•

No. 4, p. 4:

That is, this formula looked three

ways--a sixty cents per ·capita item, an item to take care
of rural population, and an item to take care of effort now
being made by the various sta tes as represented by their actual
expenditures for library service.
No· 5, P. 5: ,

MR. MILAM:

Did you say •service to rural population
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through city libraries"?
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DR. WILSON:

Yes.

MR. MILAM:

I think you are right but . ! don't
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know that you are.
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We thought we were right, d1dn 1 t we?

DR. WILSON:

t;
~

........4:
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MR.

I think it was certainly the intent

J O~ CKEL:

that it could be done in any way that the state decided.
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MISS

~ RRILL:

Mr. Vitz is serving his rural neigh-

bore by contract at present.

Certainly feder al grants under

ci
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this new plan could be used for enlarging that area of service.
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MILAM:

That is an interpretation of the report

and the Act which has a l ittle more assuranca than I had •
DR. WILSON:
hand when I wrote this.

Of course, I didn

•t

have the report in

MR.

DUDG~ON:

If it is t o s erve rural regions

generally, it is reasonable to suppose it would have to be

•

hitched up with the city library.
No. 6, p. 5:
MR. MILAM:

May I ask whether you would like to

insert there the fact that that fund is recommended to be
made available in the next fiscal year, instead of postponing
it a year, thus the research can begin a year .in advance of
the program of federal aid.•
"I!)
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No.
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7, p. 6:

I will make a note of that •
I might say thBt if we think in terms
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of the per cent of the tax dollar that has gone for library
purposes from 1904 to date, it has been given anywhere from
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about 1.1 up to l.g, that is for maintenance, with an average
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of 1.3, whereas the amount of the tax dollar spent for education has been about 31.
is your

There you have your 4 per cent--that

1.3 divided by 31 gives you 4, so if you think of it

z
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in the terms of what has actually been happening in the American

c6
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will have about the ratio indicated.
DR. WILSON (Continuing):
Mr. Joeckel and myself.

This report is signed by

I have a supporting telegram from

Mr. Wilcox and a letter from

A~ .

Lydenberg, but he is present

...

J

4

here a nd can either modify or suggest or t ake such action as he
likes with respect to the report as submitted •

•

It hasn't been possible for us to have a meeting
and this was the way in which the report it seemed to us ought
to come before you, with the limitations that it has had in
that all of the Advisory Committee's report was not before it,

uj

>

through Mr. Joeckel and I have seen a good bit of it in various
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forms.
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Mr. Chairman, I submit it in that way.
Accompanying it is the l ist of expenditures for
which an appropr i ation of $2,000 wa s made at the June meeting,
and the expenses are itemized.

Seemingly we turned back to

the A.L.A. $S83.70.
CHAIRMAN

CRAV~R:

If you don't spend any more before

the end of the fiscal year.
DR. WILSON:

If you terminate us as a special
r

committee at the close of this meeting, we won t be in position
to spend any more and then you can spend it through some other
\!)
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committee.
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CHAIR1~N

CHAVER:

Mr. Lydenberg, do you want to

change your vote, now that you have seen the report?
MR .

LYDENB~RG:

I should like to take this opportunitv

to make an entry of hearty approval.

May I have a minute,

/

5

though, Mr. Chairman, to say that I am not certain where it
ought to be done but I do hope that some place we can make

•

it plain tha t we are heartil y in favor of federal aid to
educati on and to l ibraries.

We feel, however, that that aid

should be supplementary to and
and local interest.

complem~ntary

•,

to local support

The thing I am afraid of is tha t some

narrow-minded legislator or some member of the committee or
someone who may have control, when the · t~me comes to vote on thE
question of local support, will airily say, "Let Washington
do it."
I am sure we al l agree that that is one of the
strong elements in favor of the Carnegie Corporation's demonstrations in library efforts. They have been willing to go in
and spend the money for a demonstration, with the expectation,
either implied or exp licit, that the locality is to continue
its support.

I don't think that this is the place or we are

the people to indicate, or naturally to insist on, the precise
form of that relation, but I do hope that in some way we may
ci
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be able to see in unmistakable form words to that effect
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included in the report of the committee.

I know that with all

z:

•

the people I have talked to about that, the assumption has been
very plain that such is their point of ·view.

I am not pre-

pared t o say just how that expression of opinion should take

I

6

place, granting that the rest of you agree with it and it is not

•
lUI

a case of "everybody out of step but George," but I do hope that
the principle may be recognized a nd that the report may contain
some unmistakable expression of feeling to that effect.
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CRAV~R:

I think all of us will agree with

that idea, that nothing is to be gained by moving the source
of the money, and so some degree of control, from the locality
to Washington.

If it is simply trading a dollar in Omaha for a

dollar in Washington, it is a loss, not a ga in.
MR . JO.tt: CIO!;L:

Mignt I say, Mr. President, that I

think tne whole report of the Reeves Committee is very positive
on tha t point, that there is t o b e state a nd local control of
education.

In fact, they go so far that the principal argument

that was held between Mr. Reeves and Mr. McLean the other . night
on the Town Meeting of the Air seemed to be that Mr. Re eves
was going fartner than Mr. McLean, who wa s opposing him, wanted
him to go in saying that the st a tes and local communities
shoul d have complete autonomy in the expenditure of federal aid
l!i
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to educa tion.

In other words, the opponent of Mr. Reeves was
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rather arguing for more federal control, wnereas Mr . Reeves
was arguing s ubsta ntially for no feder al contro l as to policy
or form, or anything of tha t sort.
UHAIHMAN

CRAV~R:

I didn't underst a nd that

Mr. Lydenberg wa s talking at all about control.

He was tal king

about the que stion of a community letting down on its support

•

if it is getting support elsewhere.
MR .

....

I am not worrying about tne control .

LYD~ NB~ RG:
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The thing I hope is that somewhere a quotable paragraph will
be inserted to hold up to the localities that they must not

!!!

let down in local aupport on the ground that Washington will
take care of it when tney let it down.
MH.

JU~C~L:

Probably

Mr. David can speak to that

point.
CHAIR.l'JiAN CRAVER:
Advisory Committee.

We have :M.r. David here for the

Will you introduce him to t his audience,

Mr. Joeckel:

MR. JOECKEL:
Committee:

Mr. Cha irman and Members of the

It is a very great pleasure indeed to introduce

Dr. Paul David to this group.

He is the Secretary of the

Advisory Committee on Educa tion and the Assistant Director
of Studies and has been in direct charge of the Washington
l!i
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office a nd the staff of the Advisory Committee in all of its
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work.
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I think it may be somewhat comforting to librarians
to know that Dr. David is, I think, an economist by profession.
He is not in the educational group directly.

I think he has a

.

very broad view of this whole situa tion of federal aid to
education.

•

He has been connected with a number of studies here

in Washington·, and I would like to say per.s onally that I have
appreciated very much his attitude and that of his staff
toward the library study which was submitted.
I

tnink that we would like to hear from Dr. David wi1h

respect to the general purpose of this whole report, and then
perhaps some special application of it to _the library situation,
a:nd I think that we want to know from him wha:t it is really
that Mr. Beeves and. his Committee want with respect to education and we want him to show how libraries are integrated
wi t h other, educational activity.

And perhaps he might also

speak to the point which .v!r. Lydenberg has made relative
to the possible danger of local units letting down, as he says,
on their own contribution to library support.
DR. PAUL DAVID:

Thank you, Mr. Jaeckel.

privilege indeed to meet with this group.

It is a

I am not sure how

adequately I can summarize this report in the rather brief
ci
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time which I imagine you want me to give to it, but I think to
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cl ear the groundwork a little it would be well to consider

z

•

the situation under which the Committee began its work, particularly a year ago.
~ he

Committee, as you know, was appointed
~

'

~bout

9
eighteen months ago originally to make a study of federal aid
to vocational education.

•
1UJ
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The original study grew out of the

fact that there has been federal aid for vocat1 0nal education
in public schools ever since the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917, and
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tha t Act in a good many resp.e cte has worked lese well than
most of the other fields of federal aid.

Th ere has I think

"

(1)

almost continuously been more criticism of some of its features
than there has been of the

feder~l-state

the l a nd-grant col lege set-ups.

relationships under

At any rate, the issue was

forced by legislation in 1936 which increased the amount of
feder al aid to vocational education a nd the President appointed
this committee to make a study.
That explains how the Committee came into existence.
The fact that tnere was an area of federal aid to vocati onal
education where conditions had become acute and needed attention
1s significant in the whole general field of federal-state ·
relationships, b ut at a ny rate the Committee's original a ssignment was rather lim i ted.
ci
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explain the e xp a nsion of the Committee's functions in April of
last year.

The educational group, particularly the

N. ~ .A.,

have been pushing tor federal aid for educati on for many years.
The movement has gained strength.

I think it gained the great-

10

est strength in recent years, during the depression days of

1933 and '34, when so many schools all over the country were

•

having their budgets cut,

an~

so on.

In the pressure of oth er

activities, the N.E.A. was not able to make headway at that
time with its request for federal aid, but there has been
continuous pressuPe in Washington.
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It hasn't gotten into the

press much, but I am sure that all the members of the House and
Senate have been quite conscious of this pressure during the
past four years, a nd certainly the President has been very
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conscious of it •
A year ago the Harrison-Fletcher Bill, a bill drafted
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I believe by the N.E.A., and which certainly they sponsored, wa1
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introduced or reintroduced, and extensive hearings were held,
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both before the Senate Committee on Education and Labor and
the House Committee on Education.

The bill was reported

favorably by the Senate Committee with the unanimous recommendation that it be adopted.

It got bottled up in the House

committee and was not reported out.

On the Senate floor the

t!i
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The provisions of the bill were essentially federal
aid starting at $100,000,000 a year and going up quite rapidly
to $300,000,000, going up $50,000,000 a year, to be distributed
among the states on the basis of their populations of school
,,

~-

--

I
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age, or five to twenty, to be exact, and very few provisions
in the bill relating- to what the states should do.

•

There was

one major provision to the effect that the states should
continue to spend for education not less than they had been
spending.

There was anotner provision to the effect that they

must maintain schools for 160 days a year, and as the result
of rather intense legislative activity on the part of the
Negro groups, there were eventually provisions written in which
protected the distribution of the funds in southern states
maintaining separate school systems for Negroes.
The bill got out on the Senate floor abou t the
I•

first of April, as I recall it, and for about two weeks it
looked like it was going to pass, and pass very quickly in
fact.

Then the economy movement came up, the economy wave

that sort of swept the country along about the end of April last
...,
~
zc(
~

year, and that I think was the real reason why the bil l was
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stalemated at that time.

But it was also true, at least the
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President was quoted in the press by various people who indicatea
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that his views were opposed to certain features of the bill.
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At least it_was not an administration measure.
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In the light of all these circumstances, plus the
fact that the Committee on Vocational Education had not been
able to se.e any way to write a decent report which would not

I

12·
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include rather definite pronounceme nts about educ ation in
general, the President decided to extend the terms of reference

•

to the Committee and appointed four additional members.

He

a sked the committee to study the whole subject of federal
relation to state and local conduct of education.

The topic

was about as broadly stated as possible and there was no
interpretation in the letter.
The Commi ttee ·then went ahead with the study.

We

nave made a rather elaborate reexamination of the evidence as
to need for federal aid. The results of that examina tion, of
; course, show that there are many whole states, and in some
states whole areas, in which it was simply impossible to maintain a decent level of educational service witn the financial
resources which are locally available, and of course public
education is supported almost entirely from the real estate
or property taxes.

The facts as to needs that the Committee

developed were not particularly new.

irhey had been exhaustively

presented in thes e hearings by the N.E.A. and other groups a
ci
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I think the Committee members, wi t h not over

~wo

or

thre e exceptions, wer e convinced even at the -beginning of the
year that they would eventually come out with a recommendation
tor federal aid of some kind.

~ he

principal questions that were

:;I

13
in the minds of the Committee, a s far as I coul d tel l --! don't
know that I would want to be quoted as saying the issue was

•
l-

closed on federa l aid before t he Committee began its work-were how it was possible to develop a feasible plan that would
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put the money where it was needed witnout putting it where there
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was considerably less need, a nd how the federal taxpayers

~

might be protected on the one hand against maladministration
and waste and actual theft of money, and how on the other
hand the local autonomy of the schools could be pres erved.
It was on the basis of those

consideratio~that

the

I

Committee has rea ched the kind of recommendations it has.

'rhe

empha sis on distribution of funds on a need basis is a major
feature of the .Committee's report.

We hope we have a procedure

to do tha t which will work and which wil l not give rise to the
sort of criticism which inevi ts.b ly occurs when some federal
a gency has discretion to determine how much a state or community
shall get.

The decision is in terms of a formula which can be

appl ied and anybody can look at, and which will not give the
ci
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direct authority to vary the amounts going to each locality
on a discretionary basis •
Another ma jor feature was the. joint planning, a nd
there I would like to empna size as much as I can tha t the kind

1!4-

of joint pla nning tne Committee has had in mind, with exceptions

•

for rather incident al matters, in connection with the a id
for education is almost entirely joint planning on what might
be called financial administration; in other words, joint
planning as to where the funds shal l go within a state, joint
planning as to audits and joint planning as to reports.

On the

other hand, it is specifically stated that there shall be no
joint planning with respect to curriculum nor with respect to
the actual pr ocesses of education and what the schools shall
teach • . In other words, the committee has attempted to safeguard
these financial mat t ers and stili retain local autonomy on the
more purely educational matters.
There is one provision in this draft bill wh ich I
suppose some of you have seen, or p erhaps all of you, which I
think is unique in that sort of thing, namely a provision
tha t the joint plans shall not include any provision whatever
not authorized by law.

A good deal of the expansion of federal

control in some areas h a s been due to the fact that since joint
ci
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Then turning to the library matter specifical l y, the

z
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Committee I think was quite prepa red to c onsider libraries on
same basis as al l other educational agencies in considering
federal aid a nd questions of federal re lations.

We had, of

th~

15
course, the st a tement submitted by the American Library
Association, a nd as the Committee pondered over that, it became

•
~

convinced first of two major conclusions, I would say.

The

first concl usion was that whePever feasible, the schools and
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libraries shoul d be brought into as cooperative a relationship
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a s possible, and that therefore in recommending federal aid

If)

for tne schools, it should be made quite clear that that aid
should be available for library purposes where it was appropriate· to do so.

In other words, this general aid fund for the

operating expenses of elementary and secondary schools would
be available,among other purposes, tor the operation of school
libraries, and it was suggested that those school libraries
should where feasible be open to public use.

That provision,

I t ake it, woul d be particularly important in rur a l areas where
generally speaking there is not much other library service.
Another provision in recommending some federal aid
for the construction of school buildings--it wa s pointed out
that the buildings should be made as generally useful as
ci
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possible, and where it was desirable to include facilities for

.

community center activities and library service, that certainly
shoul d be authorized, and in so far as an appropriation to do
so was c oncerned, p erhaps encouraged.
On the matter of the special a id for the training of

16 ·

teachers and other educational personnel, that was opened up for
the training of . school ltbrarians.

••

I think that was originally ·

phrased just "librarians" without the qualifying word "school,"
and it was qualified primarily as I understand it because the
Committee d1dn 1 t want to stimulate the establishment of a lot
more

l ib~ary

schools but 1t did want to make sure

the funds

would be -available for training school l ibrarians in facilities
now existing.
Then of course the adult education fund recommended
by the Committee was made available not merely for adult
educational activities in public schools; but also in other
appropriate non-profit educational agencies.

I think the

Committee was thinking there primarily of the Extension Services
of colleges and universities, but I would assume that that
language would include the adul t educational activities of
libraries.
Coming to the libraries in particular, the
Committee recommended this special aid fund, and there it put
ci
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the emphasis on the great need in rural areas.

Notwithstanding

the admittedly deplorable conditions witn respect to library

z

•

service in some cities, the facts are there are very few
cities which are wholly lacking in library service, as are the
rural areas, although there are some states which are now

17
attempting to provide libr ary service on a state-wide basis.
And so the Commit t ee recommended that federal aid for library

•

services specifically, at least eo far as this report is
concerned--and of course these recommendations are for an
experimental period of six years--should be ba sed on rural
population and should be primarily devoted toward the bringing
about of library service universally available throughout
rural areas.
In spite of the fact that that was to be apportioned
on a rural popul ation basis, a nd as I say was primarily intended
t o bring about universal availability of at least some minimum
degree of l ibrary service, it is not restricted to use in rural
area s.

The reason for doing tha t was simply the fact that if it

hadn't been , done 1 presumably you would get a split set-up in
virtually every state with a very great probability of l ack of
coordination between service in rural and urban areas, a nd I
presume when the funds have been so opened up, they wil l be used
in a great many states to at least some extent in urban areas.
ci
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summarize.

.MR. JOECKEL:

Have you anything to say to the questio,

Mr. Lydenberg raised.

DR. DAVID:

This matter 1n the reducti on of state

a nd local support is not specifically discussed in connection
with library service, but it was very important in connection

•

with federal aid for elementary and secondary education.
Harrison-Fletcher bill did contain

....
w
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thi~

The

provision to the

effect that the federal aid was conditions on the state's

Oc(
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continuing to provide as .much support as it had provided I
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thin~

during the calendar year

in '37.

1937, or the fiscal year ending

The commi t'tee was opposed· to that kind of a provision,

primarily for this r ·e ason, that as the years develop, sooner or
later probably we will come to federal aid partly at least
tor tax reform in order to reduce the burden on local real
estate and shift that to the ability type of taxes, particularly
the income tax which the Federal Government is so much more
able to assess and collect than the states.

That means, of

course, that you can't have a reduction in local taxation and
a shifting of the burden onto federal income tax if you freeze
state and locaL expenditures as a condition of federal aid,
and therefore the committee felt that it would be very unwise to
ci
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start federal aid off on a basis which would freeze state and
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local expenditures.
I think it can be said, however, that with aid
allocated on a need basis, the objections to tha t kind of a
requirement are much less compelling.

In other words, if you

19
did have it allocated on the per capita basis of the HarrisonFletcher Bill, I have forgotten the amount that would have

•

~one

-

to New York State but it would have been a rather large number
of millions of dollars, and the Committee had a good deal of
question as- . to whether that moner going into New York State.
would have been required to be .used in addition to the amount
- New York was already providing.

In other words, the only

basis the Committee could see for allocating a large amount of
federal aid to wealthy states was for the matter of tax reform,
in order to permit a reduction in local taxes, and the Committee
wasn't ready to recommend federal aid on that basis.
What will be done in legislation on this point I
do not know.

Of course, I recognize the fact, as I am sure

the Committee did, that there is real danger during the first
year or two that federal aid is available. I think if the
...;
~

hurdle can be bridged of the time when the new federal money
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first becomes available, without sharp reductions a t least

z
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of state and local support at that time, that the thing will
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teke care of itself, but personally I coul d see some point
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in soma sort of restriction that affected the transition
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period.

Is that sufficient answer?
MR. JOECKEL:

1~

Of course I would say myself that it

would be expressed as a sort of syllogism.

Since there is no

I

20

considerabl e amount of library service in rural areas, it is

•

pretty hard to reduce that amount •
CHAIR!~N

CRAVER:

That is just wnat I was thinking.

You have a rural area where the present expenditure is zero.
Under this bill I suppose tne local expenditure will remain
zero until the end of time.

1'ney wil l take wnat they get from

the Federal Government and ride on that eternally.
MR. MILAM:

I think Mr. Lydenberg•s comment puts a

very considerable burden on library leadership nationally,
and especially within the states.

If the state library exten-

sion .agencies and the state library associations let down as
the result of federal aid, then undoubtedly the local communities will let down, but it doesn't seem to me tnere will be
any likelihood of tha t if the agencies become, a s they should
become under the provision of tnese recommenda tions, more
,.j

~
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alive and more alert than they have been in the past.
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MISS MERRILL:

Mr. Craver, fortunately we have just

z

.,.0
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had a l ittle experience in this in administering state aid in

ci
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$1 00,000 of state aid sounded like really vast sums of money,

and without its being positively writt en into the law, that has
been so administered that wnen a county gets aid, it commits
itself at once to certain very specific expenditures, for

21

instance, quarters, the salary of a l ibrarian, etc, and that
has been done with good feeling and all of that.

•

The

Commission has set its own requirements although there was no
such matching formula whatever.
DR. DAVID:

1'he problem is very difficult from the

1

st a ndpoint of' federal legislation; that is, even if you want to
write that kind of requirement, as soon as you get away from

th~

simple matching type of thing which is so obviously inequitable·I don't see how anybody can defend it much longer in connection
with federal aid--the Harrison-Fletcher type of thing simply
requires the states a nd localities to keep on doing what they
do now and is probably just administratively unworkable, and
how can State X compel all of the local school jurisdictions
within that state to keep on spending exactly to a dime the
amount of money they have been spending some given year?

If

one community wants to spend more, does that mean tha t some
other community can then be allowed to spend less, and so on?
A provision that woul d probably be administratively
ci
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by the state government, leveling out the local part of the
picture, but I take it that is not a material factor in this
library matter.

MR. MILAM:

No, it is a very small feature, only

22

four or five states.
DR. WILSON:

•

Just on that point, I was interested

when we were working over the whole problem of the report two
years ago o n feder al aid, to discover tha t in the instances of
assist ance as in the land-grant colleges, highway

const~uction

and various other permanent forms, the contributions of the
localities were about four times those of the Federal Government;
that is, instead of being one to one it was four to one out of
the local a nd state pocketbook.
DR. DAVID:

This whole program, of course, is

recommended as a six-year program with the recommenda tion made
very specifically that the grants not be authorized initially
for longer than the six years, and that the whole program be
reviewed again starting in perhaps 1943, with a view to
determining future policy.

I think it is possible that when

that time comes, our techniques, and so on, may have reached
the point where it is possible to write legislation under
which you will requi re the stat e s to make effort in accordance
ci
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with their ability r a ther than to match on some

50-50 or

25-75 or a ny other arbitrary basis applied uniforml y to all

z
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st a tes, but

~

must confess that while we hope our techniques

are good eno ugh now to allocate federal aid on a need basis,
there is some question as to whether they should be asked to

23'
bear the additional burden of determining how much a given
state ought to. do.

•

If the states in any appreciable number

fail to meet reasonable expectations during this intervening
period, if the legisl ation is adopted, I think that that is
certainly a point which will be of the greatest importance
six years from now.
CHAIRMAN CRAVER:

I think while Dr. David is still

with us, I will ask Mr. Milam if he will read this Title

III

of the bill , which deals with the grants for rural l ibrary
service.

Possibly you may want to ask some questions of

Dr. David with respect to that.
MR .

JO~C~L:

Don't you explain, Mr. Milman,

just exactly what this is you are going to read?
MR. MILAM:

Yo u will find on pe.ge 35 of the blue

covered document this Title III, and you will also find in
..,
~
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front of you separate mimeographed copies.

r.Ijhe mimeographed

copy should be available at all the pl a ces.

Tne others are
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not so numerous.
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Title I covers:

General
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federal aid; aid for vocational education; improved teacher
preparation; construction of school buildings; administration
of state departments of education.

Title II covers adult

education; Title III, rural l ibrary service.

I
....

r

Mr. Milam read

"Title III - Grants to States

for Rural Library Service"(marked Paper No. 2), witn the

•

following interpolations:
No. 1. p. 1:

Mr. Dunbar and I raised the question

yesterday whether the fact that a few things are mentioned
might be interpreted to limit the· purposes, and whether a rephrasing which would get the general clause at the end might
be more satisfactory, something like this:

"shall be available

for salaries, the purchase of books, periodicals and l ibrary
supplies, and other current operating and maintenance expend!tures for public library service."
MR . DAVID:

This thing has not been gone over by

any legislative counsel yet.
MR.
. than that:
otnerwise."

DUDG~ON:

We used

1

a phrase even broader

"Whether similar to those items mentioned or
Even that phrase which you mentioned has often beer

construed to mean onl y those things that are closely parallel
·.,.

to those mentioned.
ci
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No. 2, p. 1:

( Miss Merrill wants to insert
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"library" before "ad.m'inistrative").

z

•

No. 3, p. 2:

I might call attention here to the

fact that there are no specifications as to the character or
quality of the administrative agency which may be chosen in thiE

25-

title of the Act, whereas there are some spe.cif ications in

•
...
llJ

other titles of tne Act •

DR. DAVID:

Al l tne others designate the Office

of Education •

IIJ
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MR. MILAM:

2~
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But there are specifications concerning
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the . employment of personnel on a merit basis in those
departments, for example.

I onl y thought that at least

theoretically this leaves the Legislature free to designate
a perfectly hopeless agency within the state to admini ster
libraries.
DR. DAVID:

Line 4 of .Section 306 requiring the state

to have an adequate cooperating administrative agency--!ffi. MILAM (Interposing):

Maybe tha t would have a

bearing.
No. 4, p. 2:

The interpretation of those last

four words will be interesting.
CHAIHMAN CRAVER:

Has the Board any questions that

it wants to raise that Dr. David may be able to answer?
ci
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DUDG~ON:

Has ther e been any definition of
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rural . regions or rural inhabitants?
DR. DAVID: . Since the Bureau of Census would make
these estimates, presumably t hey would follow their own
definition, that is places under 2500.

r nere are some

qualifications ot the definition to t ake care of the township
sit uation in New England and other special situations, but it

•

would I presume follow the definition of popul·ation used for
census purposes.
MR .

And tha t wi ll be adopted for the

DUDG~ON:

purposes of administering this?

DR. DAVID:

Yes, I presume so.

MR. MILAM:

Someone asked me whether this was

exclusively for public libraries, and as far as I can reall,
the word

1

public• doesn't appear anywhere in this title, does

it?
MISS

M~RRILL:

It does here in Section 301, public

library services.
MR. MILAM:

Do you think that the bi ll as drawn

would be interpreted to include service from cities to rural
areas, and would it be necessary to make a separate accounting
to make sure tnat the money was used for the rural areas?
Here is Mr. Dudgeon who is librarian

of the Milwaukee Public

ci
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Library which also serves a county under a separate contract.

DR. DAVID:

There is nothing in tne report, and I

z

•

be l ieve nothing in this bil l which requires tne money to
be spent exclusively for the benefit of .rural people.

The

emphasis is on rural people because that is in the opinion of

27

the Committee the place where the greatest need is, and yet
the committee is certainly not opposed to the use of the money

•
...w

where it is needed in terms of relative needs.
a small town

o~

In other words,

a city which under the conditions prevai l ing

IIJ
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is simply unable to provide library service, or no more
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financial l y able than a rural area, would I assume be just

"

tf')

as much entitled to aid, but t he primary purpose of the f und
is first equalization of library service, and secondly,
li brary service as ne arly universal as is administratively
feasible.

1he Committee's fee l ing is that it is justified

to cal l this primarily rural aid because the effect of those
two other purposes will be mainly to benefit rural people.
MH . MILAM:
of tha t feature.

I am not questioning the desirability

I am only questioning the administrative

problem that may arise.
MR .

DU D~ON:

To put it the way it wa e . in my

mind, is there any assurance in the actual language of the
legislation tha t the regions which are actually rura l wi l l be
ci
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aided or served even though local initiative is extended to
~~cal

services from existing agencies to those regions ?

There

are a good many cases where there is an actual extension of
service to rural regions.

Will this be available ?

Is tnere

any assurance that this will be available to those regions?

I
DR. DAVID:

•
~
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You mean, is there any assurance it

would be available where service now exists?
MR.

DUDG~ ON:

Will those who have had the initiative

to get some service be discriminated against or -penalized?

uJ
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MR. DUNBAR:

Section 303 (b) provides "tor the

maintenance of a cooperative and integrated system of library

Cfl

service throughout the state, through which free library service
will be available to each inhabitant."
DR. DAVID:

There is no doubt of the fact that the

allocation of t his money within states will present very
difficult problema, and I suppose almost a different problem
in every state, and that is why the draft of the report at
least implied that the legislation should be as broad as
.

possible and leave enough flexibility to take care of the
situation which actually exists •
...i

~
z
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CHAIRMAN CRAVER:

Possibly, Dr. David, the inter-
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pretation in various states might be different.
DR. DAVID:

I am convinced that the plan in differ-

ent states has got to be different, but I would think that the
problem you are raising, the question of allocation should

•

not be determined entirely or even primarily by what the local
areas have done, but rather by what they could do, and an area
which has already done something should at least get as much

I
help as another area which has done nothing, which is equally
able.
MR. DUDGEON:

It would be simply a question of

w h a t ._ channels that should go t o help those regions who

have already established the service.
MR. SPAULDING:
state.

It would be determined by each

It seems to me sections 303 (a) and (b) are pretty

ll.i
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broad, giving the state set-up the authority to devise ways
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and means, whether through a public library giving service
now or by other means, for an integrated library service.
MR. VITZ:

Should

there be anything in it to

encourage service through already existing agencies, or

'

emphasis through enl arging units, or should that be left entirely to negotiation between the federal and the state
authorities?
DR. DAVID:

I would certainly h ave no disposition
'

to supplant existing services.

I would assume that the
'

language of paragraph (b) under 303,

1

a cooperative and

ci
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available facilities in so far as they were willing to
cooperate •
MR. MI LAM:

~he

difficul ty with any such statement

is the variation in the states. I just challenge you to use

30

any phrase in this bill which would be equally or reasonably
satisfactory to Oklahoma and Massa chusetts. -

•

MR. DUDGEON:

There is no indication in (b)--

it says "for the maintenance of a cooperative •

"

There

may be one already existing.
MR. VITZ:
u.i

I wonder whether there should be addition-

al emphasis on that in the direction of larger regions.
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MR. JOECKEL:

As I see it, it doesn't seem to me

likely that there is going to be any difficulty in getting
library support through an existing library agency, such ae
the Milwaukee Public Library to the Milwaukee County or the
portions of the rural county.

To me the question wo uld come

over the interpretation of the word "rural" in this legislation,
ae to whether it could actually go to some community which was
over 2500, we will say.
DR. DAVID:

Rural is used only in the heading of

the title, I be l ieve, and also in the statement of purpose
at the beginning of Section 300, but as far as the availability
..;
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sections are concerned, it is not there.
MR. JOECKEL:

You think that is a basis then for

your statement that it is not strictly limited?
DR. DAVID:

It you want to clear that up, I think

possibly it might be wise to insert •primarily" after "in order,'

I
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so it would read,

•

11

In order primarily to stimulate and

facilitate adequate provision,• etc •
MR. MUNN:

Mr. President, in the A.L.A. National

Plan the approved ways of serving states are fairly well
covered, and of course could be much more definitely so.

In

feder al legislation is it in any way possible to tie legislation to standards of somebody like the A.L.A.?

In other words,

could it be said tnat so far as possible the service to the
rural areas shall follow the practices adopted by the American ·
Library Associ a tion in its national plan?

Would that sort

of thing have any possible chance of going through Congress?
DR. DAVID:

I think possibly you could find some

precedents somewhere in fed eral legislation for that sort of
thing.

I couldn't put my hands on them

~yself

at this moment.

Generally speaking, the history of federal legislation ha s been
pretty much opposed to accepting standards from .anybody
unofficial. I suppose in that it differs quite materially from
the Engl ish practice, I don't know.
l!i
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Office of

~ duc a tlon

in its first communication to call atten-

tion to A.L.A. standards.

Aren •t we going to have to assume

some intelli gence on the part of Mr. Dunbar, shall we say?
DR. WILSON:

After all, your st a ndards are for the

32
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cities; they aren't for the rural areas.
any for the rural areas·.

•

We have never

develope~~

They are all for cit lee of certain

sizes, in terms of expenditures·, etc •
MR. MUNN:

We could do that though within the next

month.
DR. WILSON:
DR. DAVID:

l&i
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We might have to do it in the dark.
I should think the standards you would

need most would be standards of qualification of personnel.

~z

MR . MUNN:

iii

There, too, I was wondering if there was

any possibil ity of using a standard which ha s been set by
some one st a te, I suppose New York, for instance.
DR. DAVID:

Section 303 provides for joint planning

with the Office of Education regarding the payment of salaries,
for instance.

There · ·is

federal administrative

a good deal of preced·ent for requiring

agencie~

1n considering such matters,

to take account of the standards of appropriate professional
associations.

The Civil Service Commission, for example, where

existing professional standards are available, certainly gives
ci
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consideration to them and fol l ows them I think as mucn as
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they can, and I would assume that the standards there in the

z
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A.L.A. woul d have very great weight with the Office of Eduoation.

They undoubtedly would use the fact that the A.L.A. had

approved them, if called upon to approve them.
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MR. CANNON:

Do you mean personnel standards?

DR. DAVID:

Of course, that is not confined to

personnel standards.

For example,

in material specifications

the standards of the commercial agencies that test materials
are recognized and copied by the Procurement Division of the
Federal Government, and so on.

MR. MUNN:

ll..i
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But to set and maintain standards,
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we :. would have to look really to the supervision of the
Office of Education, rather than write them into the law, am
I

correct in that?
DR. DAVID:

I would think so.

MR. SPAULDING:

Are you right in using the word

"supervision"?

MR. MUNN:

No, I think not.

MR. SPAULDING:
...;
~
z
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It seems to me when Section 304

says, "When a state shall have accepted the provisions of
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this Act, etc., and when a joint plan has been agreed to by
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the agency designated to represent the state and the
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guarantee that no state coul d set up an impossible plan of
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a ction •
MR. JOECKEL:

It seems to me that is pretty nearly

the business part of tne whole thing as far as really getting

what you want is concerned.
MR. SPAULDING:

•

And a pretty good guarantee,

particularly if we keep the present personnel of the Library
Service Division.
MR. MILAM:

May I raise a couple of questions which

seem to me of some importance.

Secti0n 304 reads, "When a

state shall have accepted the provisions of this Act ••
and when a joint plan has

b~en

. .,

agreed to by the agency designatEd

to represent the state and the United States Commission of
~ducation • • • • ~then

the money shall be available. · Tnere are

no reservations in this title comparable to the reservations
which exist in other titles.

To illustrate wnat I mean, I

think we need there some protecting clause such as the one
I find on page 33 of the blue copy, under Adult Educa tion,
about line S:

•In all cases, the joint plane shall reserve

explicitly to state and local · agencies the administration of
adult educational activities, determination of the contents
and processes of adult education, and · dec1~ion-. · ~ as to the
ci .
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best usee of the allotments of federal funds within the types
of expenditures for which federal funds are made available by

z

•

this Act and the joint plan.•
In other words, I don't want a future Commissioner
of Education to have authority to insist that Sol Bloom's

35
book on the Constitution shall be in every library; in other
words, providing in every plan that there shall be certain

•

books in every library.

I don•t think tnat is likely to

happen, but something of that sort might happen and if it is
necessary to protect all the otner sections, I think it probably
is desirable to protect ourselves, and that is entirely in
keeping with the spirit of the whole program.

It simply is not

included here; so far as I can see for no particular reason
it is just lett out.

DR. DAVID:

The problem there does present unusual

difficulties, or at least it seemed so to us.

I think probably

it is possible t o write some language of that kind which would
b e highly desirable.

It is · p erfectly obvi ous, I think, if you

read this whole bill there is a s it now sta.nds more federal
-

control in this l ibrary section than any other title.
MR. MILAM:

Except perhaps bu ildings.

DR. DAVID:

Yes, buildings--tha t is the most.

The rea son for that is not a l a ck of confidence 1n local
I!)
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library set-ups that run state-wide library services are so
rare, in the first pl ace, and in the second place that the
state governments themselves are appropriating such

re~atively

small amounts of money out of state funds, so that you have now

very little in the way of administrative machinery to administer
state as distingt ished from local library funds, so that it

•

seemed t o the Qommittee tha t the Federal Government was almost
bound to be more concerned in the administration of state
library set-ups than in connection with the State Departments
of

~ ducation.

I think it is possible, however, to write a list

of specifics tha t ought not to be the subject of any federal
control at all.
MR. MILAM:

That is what I mean, and I would think

first of the selection of books.

If this bill were to be

made available to certain members of our profession whom we
know, they would catch at once upon the fact that this could
lead to absolute federal control of the purchase of certain
books, or the placing of thmse books in libraries, a nd that
would be contrary to the whole spirit of the Act and of your
report.
DR. DAVID:

I think it woul d probably be desirable

to add, such as yo u have on page 5, the proviso that •no
ci
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those authorized in this title.•
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MR. DUNBAR:

Then in Section 6 (a), . tne last

sentence, on page g, you have this:

"Nothing in this Act shall

be construed to give any federal official or agency authority

I
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to supervise or review the selection of books and otner reading
and 1nstruct1o·n al materials for state or local educational

•

authorities.•
MR.

DUDG~ON:

That as it is doesn't apply to the

lUI
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. library section?
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MR. DUNBAR:
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That is the . general educa.tion provision

(I)

DR. DAVID:

There is certainly no objection to that

ui

>
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and I think it ought to be in.

~z

MR. MILAM:

iii

~ Then

there is the question about some

possible que.lifica.tion for · sui table state agencies--those
are the ones that seemed to us to be the most obviously
important.
DR. DAVID:

You raised the point about the state

agency a while ago, about there being nothing in here about
the merit of the state agency.

Those merit provisions relat-

ing to State Departments of Education are tied up directly
w~th

specific aid for them.

There is nothing in here

specifically to provide for money to run a state library
ci
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agency, although I would assume that this money is available

lilt?
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for that purpose, among others.
CHAIRMAN CRAVER:

That is, the administrative cost

may be included in this expenditure?
DR. DAVID:

It is not prohibited from being

included.

On the other hand, you d o have this provision in here

for the use of federa l money at least in the payment of sal arieE

•
1-

of only qualified personnel, a provision which the Committee
was reluct a nt to put in the educational grants, that is for

w
w
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the elementary and secondary schools.
the federal agency the

~iscret1on

Nothing in this gives

to review teachers'

:;;

certificates.

Some day we may think that is a highl y desirable

situa tion, but cert a inly i t woul d be highl y repugnant to most
people now, ·I think.

On the other hand, you have had so much

difficult y with the k ind of st andards some states have been
willing to accept for librarians.

MR . MI LAM:

I have no objection to that, for my

part, but I rather think we would like to have some slight
qualification of the state agency indicating that it too,
whetner it receives any money directly for the salaries or not,
should be required to maintain a certain personnel standard.

DR. DAVIn:

I think you could write in

a

section

very appropriately.
ci
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MH . MILAM:

Such as Section

DR. DAVID:

You could take that over, substituting

lfle>

page 2g in the blue

book.

library state agency.
MR . MILAM:

There is no reason why the state

39

library official should be a politician.
DR. DAVID: · You don •t have any that are elected?.
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MR. MILAM:

No.

DR. DAVID:

Of course, you are faced with the situa-

tion of thirty-two elective state education officials.

Ill
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MR. MILAM:

I know, but we could go a little bit

~

further in our state secti on.
MISS HOWE:

The question was raised abou t the word

"public" library not being in.

Is there any objection to taking

it out the two inst ances where it is in?

MR. MILAM:

Is there any reason for it, Miss Howe?

MISS HOWE:

Just that there may not be any public

library service in certain sections.
MR. MILAM:

This will establish it.

MISS HOWE:

We have certain counties where we perhaps

never will want any public library service, it is too small,
they haven't any public libraries at all.

Tney ought to have

library s ervice.
16
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CHAIRMAN CRAVER:
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p~blic

What other kind of service can the

get than public library service?

•

MISS HOWE:

The school •

UHAlRMAN CRAVER:
section.

That is provided for in another

4o

MISS HOWE:

That is what I was wondering, whether

tnere wa s any objection t o t aking the word "public" out.

•

MR. SPAULDI NG:

As I look at Sections

303 (a) and

(b), I am wondering if in writing that somebody hasn't used

the word "public" and the word "tree• regardless of any attempt
to define the difference between the two.
refers to public library service,
service.

Section

303

(a)

303 (b) to free l ibrary

Wnat is the · d1fference?

MR. DUD~oN:

Aren 1 t we injecting a def inition of

an institution instead of a service?

MR. SPAULDING:

We are thinking of a definition in

I

our own mindsbut not in the mind

MR.
service

o~

DUD~uN:

f anybody administering this.

My thought is that public l ibrary
t

free library service doesn t necessarily mean ser-

vice from a public library.

It is s ervice to tne public.

Ien•t this really a definition of service rather tha n a def1n1tion of an institution?
DR. DAVID:

As a matter of tact, the report once was

ci
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written in terms of library extension service, and the word
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extension" was struck out on the ground t.nat in some states

it might be possible to provide it through the locally

estab l ishe~

library, a nd in others it would not, a nd theref ore it shoul dn't
go in.

I
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Wh ere you use the phrase "public

MR . DUDGl!;ON:

l ibrary service," 1sn 1 t that equivalent to library service to
the public?

We are defining the word "service• instead of the

institution.
DR. DAVID:

I think we mean an agency that is a

public agency, or at least publicly financed.
IJ
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MR.

It seems t o me a l l the way througn

DUDG~O N:

probably what they meant was the character of the service that
is available to the public ratner than the character of the
institution that renders the service.
DR. DAVID:

The definition of a public agency, if

you know the situation in the school field, is very confused,
but I suppose generally speaking it does mean an agency which
is at least in the main publicly financed and usually publicly
controlled in some way.
w
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llR.

How wo uld it work out in a state like

C~NON:

~

:r
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::E
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Arizona, for example?

If this biil were passed, how would the

:z:
0
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tning go into operation?

What kind of a service would they
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give, a nd througn what kind of an agency?
CHAIRMAN

CHAV~R:

Tnat is what Arizona would have to

:z:

•

decide and set up, I assume, under this bill .
MR. CANNON:

I assume so, a joint action.

UHAIRMAN CRAV~R:

They would have to present a plan

to be approved.

MISS

Arizona is an interesting example,

~RRILL :

because that is a state where I hope a library agency would
have to be not completely set up, but there is no real library
extension agency there now and

~

think that would immediately

I

force the thing we haven t known how to force, the creation of
an adequate agency.

MR.

DUDG~ON:

Where that word "public" library is

used in Section 301, it actually means the institution there.
"The amounts appropriated under authority • • • • shall be
available for the current operating and maint enance expenditures
including salaries • . • • of public l ibrary services."

That

means salaries in an institution, doesn't it?
liR . SPAULDING:

For services. I don't think that is

the intent anywhere. to use that word "public" with reference
1&.1

~
z

to an institution.
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YITZ:

I

I do n • t see why it couldn t cover direct

z

..,.0
U')

by mail service from state traveling libraries.

MR. MILAM:

Mr. Chairman, I would like to have

Dr. David explain the leg islative situation and his relation to

•

it •
DR. DAVID:

As you know, the r eport was transmitted

to the President by the Committee and the President in turn

transmitted it to Congress on February

23.

It was referred

respectively to the Senate Committee on Education and Labor and

•

the House Committee on Educa tion.

Earts of 1 t, ·if tney are ·

enacted into legislation, will have to receive consideration by
other committees.

Those committees don •t have complete juris-

diction over the matters in the report.
In transmitting the report, the President's message
was very brief.

Probably tne safest thing is to read it:

"I

transmit herewith for the information of the Congress the
report of the Advisory Committee on Education appointed in
September, 1936," etc.
The i mplication of that is quite clear, that the
President is sending it over for consideration by Congress
without any recommendation, either favorable or unfavorable.
have inquired as to the position of the President under the
terms of the regulation on legislative activities by federal
employees and we are advised by the Bureau of the Budget that
there is no objection to the Committee participating in legis..;

g
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lative drafting as individuals, but no statement should be
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made as to the relationship of this legislation to the

z

•

program .of the President, no such statement being available as
yet.
In terms of what the President actually thinks, the

We

delegation from the N. E.A. which saw him just before they had
their Atlantic City convention, went up to Atlantic City and

•
l-

UI

said they found the President--! think they said he commended
the report very, very h ighly as an excellent job of report

UJ
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preparation; he did not commit himself at all as to what he woull ·
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do about it and more or less indicated that he expected it to
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cause a certain amount of commotion on the Hill and expected to
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sit back and watch it do so.

iO

_That puts us in the position where· the Committee is
not able officially to sponsor legisl ation, and we are not doing
so.

On the other hand, the National Educa tion Association is

continuing to work with the same people in ·the Congress that
they have been working with, namely, Senator Harrison and
Congressman Fletcher, and also Senator Thomas of Utah, the
Chairman of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor. Thomas
as committee chairman is very anxious to see a complete draft
of the recommendations of tne Committee in bill form.

Harrison

is quite agreeable, or at least 1t seems that he will be quite
ci
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agreeable, to substituting the recommendations of the Committee
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for his own bill, at least in connection with these grants to
the states, so the

N.~.A.

has gone ahead with this draft of a

bill which you have before you, which they say they have, and
I think they have, tried to make as closely parallel to the

recommendations of the Committee as possible.

We have consulted

with them a little, primarily from tne standpoint of giving

•
1-

w

them informatio n as to what the Committee meant where intrepretation .was needed, and as far as I can tell after very careful
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examination of the bill, it is fully consistent with the

ou

recommendations of the Committee except on exceedingly minor
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pointe where the Committee I am sure woul d be agreeable to
change.
At any rate, the statue of the bill before you is
that it is a measure that is now being prepared and presumably
will be sponsored by the

Na~ional

Education Association and such

other groups as may desire to cooperate.

The reason they put

t h is library title in is because it was recommended by the
Committee a nd they were trying to draft a bill which would
include the committee's recommendations.

I presume that they

will look to you people for a decision as to whether you want to
sponsor that title.

If you don't want to sponsor it, I ~on't

know whether the N.E.A. would care to · sponsor it or not.

I
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would think not, but I don't know.

In other words, they will
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take the position tha t it is primarily your baby i f anything
is going to be done about it •
The position of the Committee is that it has made
its report and completed its official task and unless requested

I
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by the President specifically to give assistance as part of the
a.dministration on getting the legislation, the Committee is not

•

in position to do so except as individuals •
MR. SPAULDING:

Dr. David, if this amendment is made

to the original Harrison-Fletcher Bill, which of course makes
this .

tne bill, does that recommit the bill to the Senate

Committee on Education and Labor, which I understand ordered the
original bill out?
DR. DAVID:

I am not absolutely positive of the

parliamentary situation, . but my understanding is that under the
Senate rules, the Senate committee can consider this whole
business in executive session and finally agree upon it without
recommiting; that is agree on this draft or any other draft
as a committee amendment of the P9nding bill which is now on
the calendar, and then substitute it on the flo.or and go ahead.
MR. S AULDING:

The House Committee on

~ducation

neveJ

did report the bill out?
DR. DAVID:

No.

The strategy is entirely in terms of

getting it through the Senate first before anything is done in
the House, as I understand the views of the

•

MR. MILAM:

N.~.A.

May I report what I learned yesterday,

that the Legislative Commission of the N.E.A., of which Sidney
B. Hall is Cnairman, will have an Executive Committee session on

47

Tuesday to consider this draft of the bill .w hich is before you.
On Wednesday we will hold a meeting to which have been

•

inv1t~d

representatives of some thirty organizations, including the
American Library Association, to consider the various portions
of the· bill which are of concern to those organizations, and
presumably to receive criticisms and recommendations.
CHAIHMAN CRAVER:

That wil l be the time when we

should bring to their attention these various matters that
we think could be better stated.
MR.

LYD~NBERG:

one or two questions?

Mr. Chairman, may I ask Dr. David

Some of this I fear may be rather

nebulous, so put me straight as to facts first.

Is the concept

of this a conference cooperation between the Commissioner of
~ducation

and an appropriate state agency for supervision of

library work--any agency that the state may choose to designate to represent tne state in .connection with the receipt and
administration of federal funds?
DR. DAVID:

I think as I understand your questi on,

the answer is yes, i.t is set up on the basis of joint planning.
As far as the designation of a state agency is concerned, there

•

is no provision in this dra:f't as it now stands which would
give the Commissioner of Education autnority to approve or in
any way control the choice of the state as to the agency, but
'
i

that is a provision, of course, Which is relatively common in
federal aid legislation and no doubt could be written in here

•

if you wanted to.
MR.

LYD~NBERG:

It might be the state librarian, it

might be the head of the State Department of Education, it
might be the State Department of Archives, it might be any
unit of the state government that the state administration
chooses.

DR. DAVID:

Or a new agency.

MISS HOWE:

State Library Association?

DR. DAVID:

It would have to be a state agency.

MR.

LYDENB~RG:

I don't know whether it is safe to

say there is today a growing or a lessening tendency toward the
political point of view of certain state agencies, state
libraries or others.

I

think it is something that many of us

are wondering about.

The Commissioner of Education must turn

to the head of the state and ask him,what is the agency
you are appointing to represent this sovereign state in this
respect, and that agency once designated would be the
agency that works with the Commissioner of Education.

•

DR. DAVID:

It would be determined by legislative

action, not by the governor.

MR. LYDENB.tt.;RG:

All right, the appropriate agency.

DR. DAVID:

The one thing that is left out of this

bill consistently tnroughout is a feature used in many federal

•

aid acts, tnat the governor could create the state set-up when
the legislature is not in session.

This Committee had a

very definite conviction that all of this was a matter of
sufficient importance so that it ought not to be started in
any states until there had been definite action by the
Legislature, and tnat is tne major reason why tne thing is
set up in terms of beginning a year in advance of the time
federal legislation is adopted.

The reason for postponing the

initiation of the grants until a year from now was entirely
one of an interval of a year between federal legislation and
tne beginning of the grants.

In other words, if the legislatior

were not adopted this year, I presume the committee would be
in favor of postponing the time of the availability of the
.,j
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grants again.
MR.

LYD~NBERG:

Suppose tne Commissioner of Educatior

z

~
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is convinced that the state has inadequate or improper--DR. DAVID (Interposing):

I think that is just the

point, he could object to a state agency on grounds of inade-

•

quacy but I don'G think he could object on the ground of
impropriety.

In other words, they could designate any agency

under the sun and he would be authorized to determine whether

50

they were adequate to administer the function, which would mean
tney would have to have some qualified personnel, and if they

•
...
Ul

didn't have them, they would have to get them.

But it might

be housed in a department whose major purposes were wholly

UJ
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foreign, conceivably.
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MR.

If he decides tnat tne state is

LYD~NB~G:

"
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inadequately equipped to carry out the purposes of this, the
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ideas and the ideals, is the Commissioner of Education autnorized to withhold?
DR. DAVID:

Yes, he is authorized to withhold in the

last section of the title.

'fhat language "inadequate cooperat-

ing state agency 1 is from the highway legislation.

It was

put in the highway legislation originally at the request of the
state agencies, for their own protection.
MR. MILAM:

In a measure, that really does give the

Commissioner of Education some authority to O.K. the agency
selected, doesn't it?
DR. DAVID:

It is a very broad power.

l!i
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C.HAIRMA

CRAVER:

He passes a.s to what is adequacy.
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MR.

LYD~NB~RG:

MR.

JO~CKEL:

His decision is final.

z:

•

He can implement the provision by

holding up the appropriation.
MISS MERRILL:

But they would have to wait for the

51

next legislature to . designate another agency.

•

DR. DAVID:

Anotner way to take care of this point

if you want to attempt to cover it would be to insert at the
top of page

36 in the first line the word •appropriate" before

"state agency," and then somebody has to decide what is appropriate and there is nobody to decide except the Commissioner of
Educatlon.
~R. LYDE NB~RG:

I don't know whether it can be

controlled by leglslation or by verbal phrasing here.

I was

just wondering what would happen if this had been in operation
for some time and they had been working through the state
library and they had been admirably satisfied that it had been
functioning well, and suppose by reason of death or political
change the state library's attitude and personnel might be
shifted.

What assurance is there that the Federal Commissi oner

of Education can insist on maintenance of those ideals?
DR. DAVID:

I think you have tnree resources there.

In the first place, you have the auditing on actual misci
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appropriation of funds, and in the second place you have the
joint planning on qualifica tion of personnel so far as they are

z

•

paid out of federal funds, and th.ird you have this merit provision if you write it in, and fourth you have this general power
to suspend payments if the state agency is not adequate.

I

5·2

That power of determining adequacy is eo broad . that most of the
federal officials that have it are afraid t o use it.

•

It has

been used only very, very rarely.
Section 306 says if the Uni t ·e d States

MR . DUNBAR:

Commissioner of Educa tion determines, after notice and hearing,
that any state has tailed t o maintain an adequate cooperating
state administrative agency or has f a iled to make required reports with

~eaeonable

promptness, the Secretary of the Treasury

shall suspend payments.
CHAIRMAN
it, Mr. Lydenberg'

CRAV~R:

That covers your point, doesn't

A failure to maintain is taken care of there •

.IS. DUNBAR:

Of course, the Commissioner may have

difficulty in determining accurately or precisely what an
adequate cooperating state agency is.

DR. DAVID:
...i

~
z
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That is the point, it is so difficul t to

determine that.

~
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CHAIRMAN CRAVER:
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You can•t write those things into
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a law, exactly.
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There will have to be some major

statement.
MISS PROUTY:

The difficulty would come when there

was a change in the character of the agency.
UHAIHMAN

CRAV~R:

But that is covered by the words

'-

I
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"fa iling to maintain.•
MR. DUDGEON:

;e

as you can make it.

It seems to me as broad and general

If' you try to make it more specific, you

get into trouble •
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And the very threat of federal with-
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drawal is in itself a very great protection.
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DR. DAVID:
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I wonder how many of you are familiar
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with this book, a new book by V. 0. Keys, Jr., entitled, "The
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Administra tion of Federal Grants to States,• published by the
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Public Administration Service in Chicago, written under the
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auspices

of the Committee on Public Administration of the

t!)
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Social Science Research Council.

It is a very excellent book
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and right up to the minute on that subject.
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MR .

S~AULDI~G:

I think also in connection with what
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Mr •. Lydenberg said, some of the findings we found at the meeting
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of the Special Committee on Federal Aid under Dr. Wilson two
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years ago indicate that under the highway a ct the Secretary of
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Agriculture could step right into a state and t ake over the
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highways and maintain and repair them if the state failed, but
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it has never been done and it isn't very likely that it will be.
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DR. DAVID: There was almost a complete rupture of
re l ations on highway r elations in Georgia two or three years
ago, but those ar e the occasions under which tha t sort of thing

arises.

•

According to Key's findings, the Experiment Station

Service has been more vigorous in using that sort of power than
any other federal agency.

Tnere have been about three or four

outstanding cases where in a given state ·the director and most
of the staff of the Experiment Station have just bee n fired
by a political ly minded governor who happened to come·into

IIi

office, and the Experiment Station Service has gone into the

0~

state and immediately stopped funds.
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I th-ink the record in the

use of that power in otner federal aid systems will indicate
tnat on the whole probably it has been used too sparingly rather

than too much.
MR. DUNBAR:

Dr. David, a certain member of the

educational staff asked me why under (d) of Section 303 the
committee was so specific in regard to •suitable coopera tive
arrangements with school systems,• in mentioning the Cooperative
Agricultural Extension Service.

'!'hat len 1 t of great importance,

but they were just wondering why.
DR. DAVID:

I don't think it is of great · importance.

16
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. It is thrown in as much to give the Cooperative Agricultural
~xtension

Service a pat on the back as for any other reason.

z

·•

I think it is desirable and I don't see how it can do any harm.
You see, tha t is partially a result of the vocational study the
Committee did first.

'l'nere is considerable amount of fricti on

55
in certain parts of the country between the school system and
the Agricultural Extension Service.

•

I don't know whether that

. is liable to carry over to the library field, but at least
we felt it was desirable to have it in here.
MISS MERRILL:

Didn't the author of the library

monograph include that in his statement?
MR. MILAM:

And didn •t the American Library Associa-

tion hold a meeting with that crowd for the purpose of
stimulating cooperation?
DR. DAVID:

I think it is entirely appropriate.

As far as any people provide rural

leadership in this country, they come as close to doing it as
any other group, and this ought to be a major factor in rural
life.
CHAIRMAN CRAVER:

Have you anything else that you

want to ask Dr. David?
MISS PROUTY:

I wonder if I could ask one question.

There was considerable interest in the meeting of the public
school administrators in New Jersey recently and the discussion
ci
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they had as to whether private and parochial schools should
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be included under this bill. Was that question finally s'&t.t led?

z

•

The last account I got was that it was referred to a committee .
They had a tremendous row all tnrougn the meeting--! think
that is the only word for it.
'

How was that settled?

DR. DAVID:

•

First, as to the actual recommendations,

aside from this adult education title which is so broad money
could go almost anywhere, the recommendations on general aid
for elementary and secondary education include no reoommendatiol
that any money should go to parochial or other non-public
schools.

It is purely in terms of services for children of

school age and the three things specified are transportation,
books and scholarship.

There is no recommendation that

they be incl uded, but there is no restriction against it.
MISS PROUTY:
DR. DAVID:

And health and welfare service.
Yes, health and welfare service, but in

that connection the children do generally come to the school.
MISS PROUTY:

It was made an issue tnere and dis-

cussed in one meeting after another.
DR. DAVID:

It has become an issue because there are

about five states which either make textbooks available for
pupils in parochial schools or provide transportation for them,
and the people in those states, of course, have been battling
l!i
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the issue for several years and tha t made it acute at Atlantic
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City.

But as far as the Committee was concerned, it was simply

z

•

taking the position that it would be an unwarranted restriction
on state autonomy to prohibit them from doing something with
federal money which some of them are doing with their own.

57-

MISS PROUTY: .

Di_d n' t they refer it back to a commit-

tee·?

•

DR. DAVID:

The N. E.A., after debating it, adopted

a resolution which avoided any commitment on it.
resolution here.

•we note with genuine approval the conclusion

of the Advisory Committee on Education tnat this
ll.i
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I have the

Fed~ral

aid

must be given without Federal control of education, for, again
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quoting the official news release, 'in order that lo.cal ini tiative and responsibility may be maintained, all Federal a ction
should reserve explicitly to state and local auspices the
general administration of schools, control of the process of
education, and the determination of the beet uses of allotments
of Federa l funds within the types of expenditures for which
Federal funds may be made available. The Federal Government
should in no case attempt to control the curriculums of the
schools and the methods of teaching to be employed in them.'
•However, since the complete report of the Advisory
Committee on Education is not available at this time for careful

16
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and well-considered study and analysis, before final action is
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taken committing this organization it is recommended that the

z

•

report of the Advisory Committee on Education be referred to the
Educational Policies Commission a nd to the Legislative Commiesion of the National Education Association for study, for the

purpose of evolving a plan by which legislation will be fr amed
and enacted, putting into effect the principles and policies

•

.

repeatedly affirmed by this organiz a tion through which
Federal aid for public education will be secured without
Federal control.•
As you see, they have avoided the issue a nd referred

l&i

it to two of their committees.

I don't know how a ctive the
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Educational Policies Commission will be in th1s.

As I under-

stand the activities of the N.E.A., they have no control over
their Legislative Commission.

On the other hand, the Legisla-

tive Commission is entirely friendly to all of the report, with
the possible exception of those private school provisions, and
it appears that a majority of the members of the committee
are favorable even to them.

So they are proceeding on that

basis, and this bill'· a1 though 1 t is not phrased nearly as
pointedly as the Committee' e report, . does in fact carry out
those recommendations.
CHAIRMAN CRAVER:

That question affects schools, not

ci
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libraries to very much extent, anyhow.
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MILAM:

There is no provision in the library

title, so far as I can find, concerning that. It would be left
purely to the state agency and the Commissioner of Education to
define what is a public library service.

·

I
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MISS PROUTY:

The word "publicM is in some of the

paragraphs and not in some of the others, and that question

•

came up a minute ago.
DR. DAVID:

It possibly can be clarified.

MR. DUDG,h;ON:

Mr. Milam, I understand Dr. David is

going to leave before long and I wonder whether this tentaw

>
za:

tive resolution might be submitted to him, and whether he might
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state whether he felt it would be useful.
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I didn 1 t take it as serious as that.

MR. MI LAM:

I tnought somebody would come in with a. good resolution.
CHAIHMAN CRAVER:

We .would be glad to have Dr.

David's comment on it.
MR.

DU DG~ON:

I raise that que stion for the reason,

Mr. Milam, that in that f i nal clause I want a final kick
for libraries by mentioning libraries there.
to use the language,

11

My thought was

and for adult education through libraries

as well as through schools and other non-profit educational
agencies.•

You see, I thought we ought to have

th~

word in

\!)
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the last clause there.
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DH. DAVID:

This looks very good.

The only question

z

•

I would raise would be purely one of drafting.

In the third

paragraph, second line, "that it should be made available
through state library agencies," I am not sure as to the

6o

meaning of that.

•
...
LiJ

I take it you don't wish it to mean that the

actual library service shall be provided exclusively by state
agencies as distinguished from local.
MR. MILAM:

No, certainly not •

11.1
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MISS Mb;RRILL:

0

DR. DAVID:
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"Be allocated" then.

On the other hand, do you mean that

it should not be done that way in states where it needs to be?
MR. CANNON:

It seems to me it should be general

because it has been indicated we don't know just what agency
is going to do this in the state.
DR. DAVID:

What you do mean is tnat tnere should

be a state library agency.
MR. MILAM :

We mean that it should be allocated

through an agency of the state which is concerned with library
advancement or supervision: tha t the allocation should be througn
such an agency.
DR. DAVID:

What about the actual provision of l o cal

service by such an agency on an extension basis?
ci
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MR. MILAM:

We are not saying anything about that.
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We are neither for nor against it, so far as tne resolution

z

•

is concerned.
M.H. .

Of course, actually we are for it • .
DU DG~ON:

You say "We mean.

put that in here, that would be very good.

. . ."

If you

I
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MR. VITZ:

Isn't this practically going to be

largely a recommendation for federal aid for education and

•

school libraries?

MR. MILAM:

MR. VITZ:

Isn't what going to be, this resolution?
The whole thing, the recommendation ot

the Advisory Committee.
MISS

M~RRILL:

But the two to six million is

perfectly clear for libraries.

MR. VITZ:

But it will be largely administered

throu~~

agencies in school buildings.
MR.

DU DG~ON:

I take exception to that • . I don't see

when you analyze this that it is through the schooi libraries
at all.
UHAI R.IIJ!Atl CrlAVf!!R:

No, it is specified for public

library service •
..i
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MR. VITZ:

The impl ication in the report is

that in rural areas it should be largely done cooperatively

0
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and in school buildings, and the only

~ype

of librarians for

1.!)
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which special training is provided is school l ibrarians and
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those will be the only type of l ibrarians available in most of
thes e areas •
DR. DAVID:
public library service.

You get back again to tne definition of
I have used that term quite

unconsciously, and I wou1d assume that a library service by a

•

public school which was open to public use, was a public
library.

MH. VITZ:

....

w

I have tried to get good public library

w
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service through agencies in schools, and it is almost impossible
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to do.
I wasn 1 t debating quality.

DR. DAVID:
MR. VITZ:

I don't mean quality; I mean teaching

the adults to use it, and the children on the recreation side;
reaching them in hours when school is closed.
DH. DAVID:

Tne only point I was trying to make is

that that definition of public library gerv1ce
interpreted 1t would

not · e~olude ~ allocat1on

as

the aommittee

of some of this

$6,000,000 for public library services made available through
libraries housed in schools.
MR. MILAM: But it doesn't require it.
~.

SPAULDING:

Existing set-ups and tradition

would largely govern.
ci
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The bill is very much better than those
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extracts from the Committee's report.

I was quite discouraged

when I read them •
MR . DUDGEON:

I take it from the bill, as I read

it, that there is no impl ication that

~his

is pointed at

libraries in schools, or anything of that kind.
DH. DAVID:

•

It is pointed at whatever way the

service can best be had.
MR. MILAM:

What Mr. Vitz is saying I think is

this, that in the report as we extracted it we called attention
to the provision of reading materials in school libraries
and the school aid feature; to the planning of rooms in school
buildings which would be available to the public library
service as well as schools; to the training of school librarians;
to the emphasis on library cooperation witn schools; and then of
course there was the general library provision.

But reading the

thing 1n that form, he got the impression that the primary
purpose of all this was to encourage the development of
libraries through schools, but those things are actually
separated in separate titles in the bill, Mr. Vitz., and I think
there isn't so much to be concerned about there.
MR. DUNBAR:

Looking over the definition, Mr.

Chairman, in Section 604 of the bill it says regarding changes
ci
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in plans after they once get started, "The plans provided for
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in Title I, parts 1, 3 and 4, and in Titles II and III, and
the cooperative agreements provided· for in Title IV, of this
Act shall be subject to revision and amendment by agreement at
the request of any party to such plane or agreements.•

It
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seems to me after we get things started in a tentative way, it

•

will still permit of changes •
DR. DAVID:

I am not sure that section was even

necessary, because most federal aid legislation simply says
a plan shall be set up, and then it is revised at some stated
interval . w1thout any specific authorization, but this does
c l ear it up a little.
CHAIHMAN·CRAVER:

It makes a positive statement

instead of leaving it to be assumed.
·AtlR.

DU DG~ CN :

May

I ask this question?

Referring

to the last clause of our resolution, is th s out of harmony
if we should adopt it, which we haven't yet, to say in that
last clause, "tor education of adults through libraries as well
as tbrough schools and other non-profit educational agencies"?
DR. DAVID:

I don't see any harm in it unless it is

tied up rather closely with that adult education fund.

Of

course, there is a resolution and it doesn't make so much
difference.

Maybe I am a little naive about it but it hadn't

l!i
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particularly entered my mind that this adult education fund
was available for library purposes.

I am not sure the extent

to which it would be available and how it would be available •
I would not assume that it would be available for the ordinary
operating expenses of the libraries.

But on the other hand,

presumably it is available for something that libraries do in

•

the way of adult education services •
MR. VITZ:
there.

The libraries might as well forget that ie

They won't get a chance at it.
MR. SPAULDING:

I am not so sure.

In cities

where there is an Adult Education Council, isn't it conceivable
w

>

that some of that fund might be available for books and the
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preparation of - reading courses, and such things?

DR. DAVID:

I would think so. I must confess that

adult education fund would be the worst

1

headache" of the

crop to administer because it is so wide open in so many
respects.
MR.

DUDG~ON:

To be perfectly frank, from that summ8lJ

we had I assumed a closer relationship with the schools as dietinguished from the other agenoies, ·and my thought was

th~t

at

least it would do no harm for us to express our thoughts that
adult education can be obtained through libraries as well as
through schools and colleges.
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DR. DAVID:

I think it is perfectly appropriate for
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you to put the emphasis that way.
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MR.

JO~O~L:

Possibly we could try to get it in the

bill.
CHAIRA~N

CRAVER:

After all, as Dr. David said this
'

.

,.,

I
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is merely a resolution.
DR. DAVID:

•

I think you may need to give considera-

tion to the bill on that adult education title.
MR. DUDG!!;ON:

That is what I thought, that that

would lead to recognition of the library as an adult education
educational agency.
MR. JOECKEL:

The language in the resolution follows

the language of the section.
DR. DAVID:

I should think any language of that sort

is entirely appropriate in the resolution, but as far as the
bill itself is concerned, I would like to ponder a little over
'.

that adult education title.
MR.

What I had in mind was

DUDG~ON:

so~ething

Mr. Spaulding started to sa.y, that •.bere there are Adult
Education Councils in communities, as there are in several
oases, they.are headed up

ve~y

distinctly as a.matter of pro-

motion and record and information, etc., in the public library.
In other words, they have naturally and normally been recognized
c)
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as an adult educational agency by organizations in almost
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every community.
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DR. DAVID:

Looking at the availability section of

this adult education fund, Section 201, that says,

~ ·The

·amounts

appropriated under authority of Section 200 of this Act shall

be available f or the current operating a nd mai n tenance
expenditures, including

•
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salaries, necessary to provide for

workers' education and otner civic, genera l and vocational parttime and evening school adult educational services, and shall

w
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be available for expenditures through public school systems,
the extension services of colleges and universities, and other

(<)

non-profit educational agencies and institutions which the
states may determine.
MR.

DUDG~ON :

I would like to see the word

"library• in that.
UHAI

~N

CRAVER:

So should I, I would like t o see

the word "librarY' inserted in that. Of course inferentially
it is included •
.lVlR . DUDG.l:!.:U N:

But since you enumerate the others, I

should like to have it in there specifically.
DR. DAVID:

That is one point, and then another

point is the effect of including part-time and evening school
adult educational services.

In the report that was simply
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part-time and one of the staff members started arguing part-
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time in ordinary usage did not include evening, therefore
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evening school was added, and I am not sure but what the effect
of putting both in is to restrict it.
MR. DUDG.t!;CN:

Is there any objection to the

introduction of the word "library• there in the enumeration of

•

agencies?
DR. DAVID:

I would assume not.

MR. MILAM:

The question I would l ike to raise

there is on the question of teaching, to see whether we could
perhaps put in a suggestion to make it something broader than
l&i
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teaching.

That is, self-education ought to be included in there,

whether there is any direct teaching involved or not, in our
opinion.

Tna.t is, we think a lot of education is available

witnout classroom instruction.
DR. DAVID:

I think you are absolutely right, and

yet the mental picture at least tha t the Committee had in mind
in thinking up this adult education fund was primarily one of
instruction, and if you once open it up to the operating
expenses of public libraries--MR.

DU DG~U N

(Interposing):

It would have to be

closely guarded, I realize.
MISS M)£RRILL:

It would have to be for readers'
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advisers, for systematic study.
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UHAIR!~ N

OHAVER:

This is entirel y instructional,

this provision providing for instruction, education and teachine •
DR. DAVID:

I had not felt it was so limited that the

services would not be available for other than instruction

I
services.

Whether or not you could have it available tor ser-

vices libraries give in immediate connection with instruction,

•

I don't know.

I think the thing does need a good deal ot

thought.
MR. S AULDING:

Dr. David, was the bill that

Senator Hatch introduced ten days or two weeks ago for federal
IIi
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grants for adult education supposed to be in line with this?
DR. DAVID:

Senator Hatch gave it a puff on the

floor of the Senate in which he said it was.
believe sponsored on behalf of the

ul~

It is a bill I

ucati on division of

the N.~.A., but I don't think they are going to fight for it
very actively . . I think they will swing over to this instead.
MR. DUDG~O N:

I don 1 t want to be too persistent but

I can't help thinking that if tne word "library" can be put
into tha t section without violence to the general scheme, subject of course to interpretation, tha t it should go 1n
because of the actual educational work it does in the
instructional sense of reader guidance.
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MR. MILAM:

We will recommend that Wednesday.

DR. DAVID:

You should recognize the fact, though,

that you will be getting something set up there that will be
extremely difficult to audit, and whenever you do tna t, tha t is
the kind of situation under which the undesirable varieties of

70

federal control arise.
MR . DUDG.!:!..:ON :

•

I~

the question.
the word

1

That 1s the ree.son I wanted to raise

If tnat phrase can be limited, when you use

library 1

t~

the nega tive, not just simply library

II
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work on the whole, I think it ought to be.
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DR. DAVID:

Do you have

librar~

accounting systems

(f)
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which would enable you to tell whe.t part of your expense you
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would allocate to that kind of ·service?
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MR. DUDGEON:

A good man7 libraries have an adult

education department that is very definitely instruction
and leadership in education of adults--not so much instruction
perhaps as leadership and suggestion.
MR. MILAM:

This is the kind of thing I think we

would all anticipate coming there, t hat if a program of
education under this Act is set up which ie comparable to some
of the emergency education programs with classes and forums
scattered all over the city, and the public library goes and
offers its service to place books and pamphl ets in .the classroom, then the demand is so great that the library can't meet
it, and some of the funds ought to be available to meet that

•

demand just as much a s to help employ teachers.

I think that

is the only thing we are thinking about.
MR . FERGUSON:

I think that is altogether too narrow

71

a view of library work as applied to adult education.

•

If a

good deal of the library service isn't adult education (I
hate the name) then it isn't anything at all.

I wouldn!t limit

our help in adult education merely to instruction in cla ss,
and what you will.
CHAIRh~N
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CRAVER:

Under this particular title, it

seems to me we have pretty nearl y got to restrict it to that.
MR.

D UDG~ ON:

I am perfectly willing that it should

be ·limited within the purview of it, but I want recognition that
it performs a function that is within the purview of that part.

DR. DAVID:

I think it is entirely appropriate to

make part of this money available for that kind of service.
The difficulty arises, though, in trying to state specifically
something of that kind.

You certainly don't want to accept a

definition of library services for adult which in effect admits
that most of your service is not adult education when I would
assume a great part of it is adult education, and yet I
ci

wouldn ' t think you would want these funds opened up--I am sure
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the ·Committee didn t want these funds opened

up~-to

tne support
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of al l l ibrary activities which I think quite legitimately are
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•

regarded as adult education.
MR. CANNON:

Wouldn•t it be possible to put it in

the resolution, as Mr. Dudgeon suggests, and leave the question

72

of the administration of it to the later conference between the

•

state agency and the Commissioner of Educa tion?
MR.
pf

DUDG~O N :

May I give you a bit of history?

One

the active functi ons of the library in connecti on with adult

education was stated to be, to become the school library of
other adult educational agencies.

Tha t is the thought, you see,

and that is what Mr. Milam had in mind.

That is - historically

one of our functions that we have recognized and tried to
attain.

You see , most of t hose adult educational agencies have

no school

library. - ~

DR. DAVID: Exactly, but if you make funds available
to provide their school library services, would -those funds
not be automatically available for all the services ot libraries
other than those for children?
CHAiru~N

GRAVER:

We have set up here in Title III

a sum of money specifically for library service that we can
use for adult educa tion.
MR.

DU DG~ O N :

In rural regions, only.
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CHAI RrlAN CRAVER:

In Title II we have a provision

for money to be used for instruction for adults.

We get it

z

•

both ways there.

I suppose the interpretation of wha t is adult

educa tion under this Title II will rest with the state
authorities through agreement with the Commissioner of Education
-

73'

won't it, Dr. Wilson?
DR. WILSON:

•

MR. DUDGEON:

It would seem so to me.
I rea lize your. difficulty of not open-

ing this up.
DR. DAVID:

I think that whatever you decide to do,

the language of this Title on adult education should as far
as possible be left rather broad.

I see no objection whatever

to mentioning libraries among the specific adult educa tion
agencies that are mentioned, and then let the Office of Eduoation take care of it from tnere on.

.

It will be a terrible

headache for them to set up rules under which they ban audit
this particul ar fund, but now that you have your library
section, yo u ought . to be able to protect your interests on this
point.
CHAIRMAN

CRAV~:

Dr. David, we certainly appreciate

your coming here this morning •
•.. The reporter was dismissed at twelve o'clock •.•
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